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abstract
We present a spatial index called the TIP-tree, for efficient, uniform, location-based access
to digital library collections that are external sources to a context-aware mobile system.
Using a tourist information system, we also utilize the TIP-tree to manage the context
of location. We show how access to resources from within and outside of the tourist
information system can be carried out seamlessly. We also propose a strategy to show how
the TIP-tree can be navigated within the structure itself to continually provide information
to the user. An empirical evaluation of the navigation strategy with both synthetic and
real data shows that navigation is very efficient, with a constant number of node accesses
regardless of data and trajectory size, and at least an 80% improvement in node accesses
over searching with other spatial indexing approaches.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A mobile tourist information system provides specific information to a traveler based on several factors, including their
current location, interests and past viewing history. In addition to offering information that is managed within the system,
information that is available from external repositories should also be offered to the user in a location-based manner. In
particular, digital libraries contain a wealth of information for the user to access. The overall goal of our system is therefore
the following: while traveling with a mobile device, the user is continually presented with information from not only the
mobile information system, but also from external digital libraries, based on the above mentioned factors, or contexts.
To accomplish this, context information must be kept by the tourist information system for each user. A user profile
typically keeps track of context information that is more static in nature and changes infrequently (e.g., topics of interest,
such as architecture and parks, and past viewing history). A user’s current location, however, is obtained continuously from
their mobile device, and changes frequently as she/he moves around. The information delivered to a user is thus determined
by both the user’s profile and the user’s location: the system selects only information that refers to items in close proximity
to the user (location filter) and that matches the user’s interests (profile filter).
Mobile location-based systems can be used in two scenarios: following pre-defined routes or in an open setting in
which the user freely chooses their route. For systems with pre-defined routes, such as walking tracks and set tours, it
would be possible to also store all location co-ordinates and their linked information within the user profile. As a user is
navigating a track, the system would then simply traverse the list of locations according to the user’s current location, and
offer information filtered by user interest.
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However, in an open system where a user is not restricted to pre-defined routes of linked locations, two issues arise
around the location-based storage of information. Firstly, there exist many municipalities in the world, each of which has
its own co-ordinates. For example, World Gazetteer1 contains over 300,000 co-ordinates. Secondly, in addition to existing
municipalities, a user may want information about a location that is not specific to a municipality (e.g., an iceberg that has
migrated to a location off the coast of New Zealand).
Given both sources of co-ordinates, there is the potential of having to store close to a million co-ordinates in a user
profile, which is completely undesirable. Therefore, information must be organized by its location in such a way that
efficient information retrieval based on the user’s current location is possible. Due to the mobility of our system’s users,
the retrieval strategies typically employed by large-scale Geo-information systems for stationary users are not suitable.
Instead we require a navigation strategy that can deal with continuous queries by mobile users.
Paper objectives and contributions. This paper has two primary objectives. The first objective is to provide a framework for
efficient and uniform access from a context-aware mobile information system to resources contained externally in digital
libraries, as well as resources within the mobile information system itself. This is accomplished by utilizing a spatial index,
called the TIP-tree. The second objective is to propose an algorithm for efficiently navigating the spatial index to continually
provide the mobile user with information whenever it exists. An empirical evaluation of the navigation algorithm versus
traditional spatial searching shows that the navigation algorithm is efficient and outperforms repeated spatial searching.
The following list summarizes the key contributions of this paper2 :

• Incorporating the TIP-tree into a tourist information system for managing access to both internal and external resources.
•
•

•

•
•

We organize known sources of information in a spatial index by their GPS co-ordinates’ location instead of their place
names.
Access to any digital library collection. Our system has been shown to provide access to digital library collections managed
by the three most prominent Dl software systems: Greenstone [2], DSpace [3] and Fedora [4].
One-pass access to relevant collections. Because GPS co-ordinates can be obtained directly from a mobile device, and the
information sources are organized by their GPS co-ordinates, we can directly access both internal and external sources
directly by using the spatial index.
No requirement of a ‘‘geographically-aware digital library’’. Previously, a collection needed to be preprocessed to identify
place names (i.e., locations) in its documents. This is no longer a strict requirement. Any resource (internal or external)
can now be added by specifying its GPS location, which can be obtained by from a World Gazetteer. However, place name
mark-up provides an additional advantage. It allows for place names to be selected (as a hyper-link) and further index
accesses to take place, although an extra translation step to obtain GPS co-ordinates is required. But it will not be required
in all situations when the index is accessed.
Handling collections that reference multiple locations. If a digital library collection contains documents that mention
multiple locations, the collection can be added to the index multiple times, once per every location that is mentioned.
Navigating the index for continuous information dissemination to the user. We base the TIP-tree on an efficient spatial
index, which could be searched from the beginning every time a user moves along with their mobile device. However,
this is unnecessary. The spatial index can also be efficiently navigated to continually provide information to the user,
thus avoiding extra searching.

Note that although we present some screen-shots to provide context for the paper, the visualization of any retrieved
resources is outside the scope of the work described in this paper.
Road-map. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a brief summary on TIP (Tourist
Information Provider), digital libraries and the mqr-tree, all of which are required for our work. Section 3 summarizes related
work and its limitations. In addition, this section will present our contributions. Section 4 presents our first user scenario
that demonstrates uniform access to both internal and external resources. Section 5 presents the required modifications
to the TIP architecture, while Section 6 presents the TIP-tree, its organization of internal and external resources, and the
algorithm for continuous navigation of the index. Section 7 presents our second scenario that demonstrates how the TIP-tree
is continuously navigated in order to provide updated information to the user. Section 8 presents our empirical evaluation
of the TIP-tree. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper and discusses outstanding issues.
2. Background
This section presents a brief introduction on digital libraries, the tourist information system TIP, and the mqr-tree, all of
which are required for this work.

1 http://www.world-gazetteer.com/.
2 This paper extends our previous work [1], which was expanded to include the following material: (1) Increased detail about the mqr-tree
implementation, including structure, insertion, and search. (2) A section on R-tree and its implementation to support our comparison with the TIP-tree.
(3) A section on insertion and basic point search for the TIP-tree. (4) Addition of new TIP-tree evaluations using real data and a very large synthetic data set.
(5) Addition of comparison of TIP-tree with R-tree (sorted and random data). (6) A new section on push and pull communication as used for the TIP-tree.
(7) Increased detail about the TIP architecture. Finally, we have updated and expanded the literature review of spatial indexing methods.
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Fig. 1. TIP Interface.

2.1. Digital libraries
A digital library [2] is a collection of documents that are digitized, individually cataloged, and organized for computerized
dissemination and access. Digital library software systems provide the means for creating, searching and browsing
collections of documents of various types, such as PDF, HTML and Microsoft Word. Some digital libraries can be searched
and browsed using different meta-data items, such as title, source, etc. Also, these digital libraries can also have their ‘‘look
and feel’’ customized. Many digital library software systems exist, the most prominent ones are Greenstone [2], DSpace [3]
and Fedora [4]. While all three vary in their functionality, all three allow their collections to published and accessed on the
World Wide Web. This feature allows collections from these systems to be incorporated into and accessed by location from
our spatial index. We utilize Greenstone and DSpace in our running examples. However, any web-accessible digital library
collection can be incorporated into this system for location-based access.
2.2. TIP — tourist information provider
TIP is a mobile tourist information system that provides the user with information based on their contexts such as their
current location, interest in specific groups of sights and topics, and travel history [5–7]. Examples of groups of sights include
beaches, green spaces and buildings, while examples of topics include history and architecture. A user’s travel history can
include any locations or sights that a user has visited. The information about a user’s interests in sight groups and topics,
as well as their history information is maintained in a user profile. Fig. 1 depicts the TIP interface in a mobile emulator. The
current user’s profile contains the following: groups = buildings, parks and topics = architecture, history. Given their current
location at the University of Waikato, the university is presented as a building near the user’s current location.
The TIP 3 architecture (see Fig. 2, for details see [7]) is organized by separating the core system logic (event-based communication, location engine, geo-coding and filter engine) and TIP data (user profile DB and sight data) from the various services
that interact with it (e.g. internal services and external services). A change in the user’s location triggers the core system
to provide information about the user’s vicinity (i.e., data within a given spotlight radius). Filter engine and location engine
search and retrieve information based on the user’s current location and other context information as given in their profile.
TIP uses a service-based approach with event-based communication between its components [8]. Internal services that
can interact with the system core include recommendation services [9], while external ones include a link to Greenstone [10].
The TIP/Greenstone bridge had previously been used to provide a link to Greenstone. However, in that version of TIP, the
Digital Library had to be location-encoded. That is, within each document, location markers were set (i.e., XML encoding of
place-names) and the service had to scan the documents for these place names and geo-code them to obtain co-ordinates.
There was no uniform access to internal and external location data and no spatial index. Each service was treated as a
separate entity.
This service-oriented TIP architecture allowed us to modify how the location context is handled via the location engine,
and extend it to provide access to external resources via the use of services. These features are the reasons why we chose
TIP for our work.
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Fig. 2. Simplified TIP architecture.

Fig. 3. mqr-tree node layout.

2.3. Spatial indexing and the mqr-tree
Spatial indexing [11] provides an efficient mechanism for accessing data using location information, such as geographic
co-ordinates. One such spatial index is the mqr-tree [12], which organizes both points and objects uniformly, using the
spatial relationships that exist between them (e.g., one object is northeast of another). This supports efficient navigation
within the spatial index. A performance comparison versus other spatial indexes [12] shows that the mqr-tree supports a
one-path search when indexing point data — a feature that most other spatial indices cannot achieve. For these reasons we
chose to augment the mqr-tree for our work. We summarize the mqr-tree, including its structure, insertion algorithm and
search algorithm here. More details, including a larger example of a tree constructed using multiple insertions, is available
in [12].
The mqr-tree is an approximation spatial access method that organizes both objects and points uniformly for efficient
search and retrieval. All objects and subregions of space that contain objects are represented using minimum bounding
rectangles (MBRs). Because a point can be represented as an MBR of zero area, it is treated in the same manner as an object.
Therefore, an objectMBR is a representation of either an object or a point in the description below.
mqr-tree structure and object placement. Associated with every node is a node MBR, which defines the subspace that is
represented by a node. The node MBR encompasses all MBRs in both the node and any subtrees that are descendants
of the node. All nodes in the mqr-tree use the same node structure, which is depicted in Fig. 3. A node has 5 locations
(i.e., ‘‘quadrants’’) — northwest (NW), northeast (NE), southeast (SE), southwest (SW) and center (CTR). Each location in a
node contains one of the following two entries:

• (MBR, obj_ref ) where MBR is either a point or an approximation for an object in the database, and obj_ref is a pointer to
it, or

• (subtreeMBR, node_ptr) where subtreeMBR is the nodeMBR that encompasses all MBRs in the subtree referenced by
node_ptr.
Every object MBR and subtree MBR is placed in an appropriate location in a node by comparing the center of the object
MBR (or subtree MBR) with the center of the node MBR. The relationship between the object (or subtree) MBR and the node
MBR is defined by the following relationship rules:

• If the center of the object (or subtree) MBR is equal to the center of the node MBR, the object (or subtree) MBR is placed
in the CTR location of the node.

• If the center of the object (or subtree) MBR is northwest of the center of the node MBR, the object (or subtree) MBR is
placed is the NW location.

• If the center of the object (or subtree) MBR is northeast of the center of the node MBR, the object (or subtree) MBR is
placed is the NE location.

• If the center of the object (or subtree) MBR is southeast of the center of the node MBR, the object (or subtree) MBR is
placed is the SE location.
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Fig. 4. mqr-tree example.

• If the center of the object (or subtree) MBR is southwest of the center of the node MBR, the object (or subtree) MBR is
placed is the SW location.
Because all MBRs are handled in the same manner, a node can contain references to both objects and subtrees.
mqr-tree example. Fig. 4 depicts an mqr-tree that contains points representing a selection of sights in New Zealand. The root
node (highlighted in bold lines on the index) represents the node MBR (highlighted in bold lines on the NZ map). It references
two MBRs with corresponding subtrees, which represent the subtrees of communities on the North Island and South Island
respectively. Note that the South Island subtree is southwest of the root node MBR, and therefore this MBR is placed in
location SW. Similarly, the North Island subtree is northeast of the root node MBR, and therefore is placed in location NE.
Looking at the node containing Dunedin and Christchurch, note that each city is located SW and NE (respectively) of the
node MBR containing them, and are placed SW and NE (respectively) in the node. For the node containing Taupo, Rotorua
and the Bay of Plenty, because Rotorua overlaps the center of the node MBR containing it, it is placed in location CTR. For
one last example, the node containing Wellington also contains references to two other subtrees.
Although the resulting mqr-tree resembles a quad-tree [13], several differences exist, including lower coverage of
whitespace, and flexible and dynamic coverage of space. More discussion on the differences can be found in [12].
Insertion algorithm. The mqr-tree insertion strategy has the following main tasks: (1) inserting objects and points so that the
relationships between them and all other MBR in the tree (as stated above) are maintained in every node, and (2) handling
the placement of other existing MBRs in the tree that no longer have the proper relationship between other MBRs, due to
the insertion of a new object.
Beginning at the root node, the node MBR is adjusted (if required) to include the new object MBR. Then, the appropriate
location — NE, SE, SW, NW, or CTR — is identified for inserting the object MBR, using the relationship rules given above. If
the location is empty, the object MBR is inserted. If the location contains another object MBR, a new child node is created
from the location, and both the new and existing object MBRs are inserted in the new node. Otherwise, the search for an
insertion location continues in the same manner in the subtree.
At the same time, for each node along the insertion path, a change in the node MBR may result in other object or subtree
MBRs no longer being in the proper location in the node with respect to the node MBR. Fig. 5 shows one example where the
potential exists for displaced MBRs. Here, the node MBR (i.e., the outer rectangle) has been increased to accommodate an
object. Parts of the former node MBR (shown in gray) have changed locations. For example, parts of the former NE location
are now part of the NW, SW, SE and CTR (not shown) locations respectively. Any MBRs whose centers are in these locations
must be relocated.
These MBRs must be removed and re-inserted in the same manner as the new object, although the initial node of insertion
for these displaced objects is their current node, and not necessarily from the root node. The process of relocating displaced
MBRs may require the relation of other MBRs in the process. Therefore, the relocation process will continue until either:
(1) no more node MBR changes occur, or (2) changes in any node MBRs do not displace the other MBRs or subtrees.
It must be noted that not all insertions result in multiple displacements and re-insertions. As the mqr-tree increases in
size, in many cases there exists a location where an object MBR can be inserted and no displacements of other MBRs occur
in the tree. Therefore, most displacements will occur when the mqr-tree is smaller.
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Fig. 5. Potential object displacement due to node MBR expansion.

Search algorithms. The mqr-tree supports both a point search and a region search in the same manner. First, beginning at the
root node, the search point (or region) is tested for overlap with any existing MBR in each of the five locations location of the
root. If a location contains no MBR, then the search does not proceed via the location any further. If the location contains an
MBR and overlap exists, then the search proceeds in one of the following ways. If the location contains an object MBR, then
the corresponding object is returned from the database as part of the result. If the location contains a subtree MBR, then the
same search repeats in the corresponding subtree.
If the mqr-tree contains MBRs that represent objects (i.e., non-point) data, the potential for overlap between all MBRs
exists, and therefore a search may proceed along several paths of the tree. In addition, if the search being performed is a
region search, then a search may also proceed along multiple paths. However, if the mqr-tree is indexing point data only
and the search is a point search, then the search will only proceed along one path of the tree due to the existence of no
overlap [12].
3. Related work
We discuss here existing work related to tourist information systems in general, location-based indexing, and the
benchmark for spatial indexing (R-tree).
3.1. Mobile tourist information systems
Many mobile tourist information systems have been proposed, including AccesSights [14], CATIS [15], CRUMPET [16],
Cyber-Guide [17], Guide [18], Gulliver’s Genie [19] and TIP [7]. Most of these systems focus on providing structured
information and recommendations. Additionally, most of these systems only provide the user with information that is
directly maintained by the system itself. They do not provide information from sources that are maintained in external
sources, such as digital libraries.
The first system to be proposed that integrates a mobile tourist information system with an external digital library is TIP.
The TIP/Greenstone Bridge [10] provides the functionality for TIP to connect to and retrieve information from a Greenstone
digital library [2]. In addition to the information that is provided by TIP for a specific location, a user can obtain further
information on items and features in a Greenstone digital library that are related to the same location. Some limitations
of the TIP/Greenstone bridge include the following. First, it only retrieves external documents from Greenstone collections.
Second, it only works with geographically aware digital libraries (i.e., place names must be identified and marked up). Third,
TIP locations are defined by place names, while a mobile device defines location using GPS co-ordinates, extra steps are
required to obtain a place name and have the user select an appropriate one before the user is able to access a Greenstone
collection. Finally, information needed to access internal TIP information and external Greenstone information are kept
separate, and cannot be presented to the user for consideration at the same time.
3.2. Location-based middleware
As mobile applications have become more widely used, architectures and communication paradigms have been
developed that support the specific requirements of mobile environments. Event-based communication has been suggested
for mobile applications, and is also used for TIP [8,20,21]. Similarly, a number of middleware solutions have been suggested
that use a service-oriented approach for mobile environments [22,23,8].
Middleware for a location- or context-aware system provides a unified interface for context acquisition and access.
However, neither communication paradigms nor composition/orchestration of software components inherently deal with
the design of the context data repository. Aspects of data management and fast access structures are typically addressed at
the back-end or server. In this case, the data repository is assumed to be relatively static while the queries use a moving
spotlight radius. Another group of applications deals with situations in which both the query and the data are dynamically
changing (e.g., to answer questions such as ‘‘where are my friends?’’). In these cases, the repository has to deal with localized
queries and high update rates [24]. However, this paper focuses on the co-operation between a number of repositories, each
of which remains relatively static.
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3.3. Location-based indexing
Many location-based indices have been proposed in the literature. Surveys on established location-based indexing are
presented in [25,11,26]. These approaches are classified into three categories [25]: (1) main memory methods — data
structures which primarily manage points and reside in memory, (2) point access methods — structures which manage
point data and are organized for storage and retrieval from secondary storage, and (3) spatial access methods (i.e., spatial
indexes) — structures that manage both object and point data and are organized for storage and retrieval from secondary
storage. We focus on spatial access methods, because the mqr-tree — the index that we have chosen to base our work on —
falls into this category.
Spatial access methods provide uniform access to both point and object data. Also, they remain height-balanced in the
presence of a dynamic object set. Many spatial access methods are proposed in the literature [12,27–36]. They can be
classified [25] into approximation, clipping, and mapping methods. We focus our summary on approximation methods,
since the TIP-tree is part of this category.
Approximation methods store a hierarchy of approximations of both objects and the space occupied by subsets of objects.
Since the space is not partitioned, approximations can overlap. Many approximation methods are proposed, including the
R-tree [27], the R∗ -tree [28], GiST [29], the X-tree [30], the R*Q-tree [31], the PR-tree [32], the 2DR-tree [33], the VoRtree [34], the DR-tree [35], the MSI approach [36], and the mqr-tree [12].
A limitation of most existing spatial access methods is their inherent one-dimensional node structure, which forces
data in multi-dimensional space to be mapped to one dimension [33]. However, there exists no n-dimensional to onedimensional mapping that preserves all topological relationships between objects in space [25]. Furthermore, traversing a
two-dimensional space, such as a map, will not be efficient if data is forced into a one-dimensional ordering. The 2DR-tree
and mqr-tree are the only spatial access methods that utilize two-dimensional nodes in all levels of the index structure, and
therefore can preserve topological relationships among objects. Because the mqr-tree has been shown [12] to be the more
efficient with respect to search performance among the two approaches, we base the TIP-tree on the mqr-tree in our work.
In addition, some applications of location-based indices exist in mobile information systems.
Wang et al. [37] propose the use of a grid index which partitions the overall space that is being managed by the system.
This grid index tracks the locations of all active region queries and the users who reside in them at any given time. On arrival
in a new grid cell, the user requests the queries (and results) that overlap the cell, which are then stored on their mobile
device. These requests must be made when moving to a new cell or when the queries change. Although the grid index can
handle moving points, the user’s mobile device must cash queries, results and a portion of the (possibly sparse) grid file
itself, which is much additional (and possibly wasted) overhead on devices with limited memory.
Jung et al. [38] propose a continuous monitoring of nearest neighbor queries using a modified grid index. Attached to
every cell is a minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) that defines the actual bounds occupied by points in the cell. If an nn
query does not overlap the MBR, none of its points will be part of the current result. As with other grid-based approaches,
one limitation is with many portions of the index being sparse.
Hu et al. [39] propose a proactive caching strategy for supporting multiple spatial query types (e.g., nn, region, range).
Their strategy stores not only the results from previous queries, but also the R-tree nodes that lead to the existing results.
For new queries, the cached partial R-tree is searched first, and any objects that are not accessible from the cached R-tree
are fetched from the server. Although savings in transmission are possible, the caching overhead and local processing may
prove to be prohibitive.
Tao et al. [40] propose an approach for continuous nearest neighbor queries that utilizes an R-tree to speed up searches.
One limitation of this approach is the need to perform repeated ‘‘vertical’’ searching for new co-ordinates. Park et al. [41]
improve on their strategy for processing path nearest neighbor queries. Their strategy performs a ‘‘horizontal’’ search for
nearest neighbor objects along the trajectory. Although their strategy is shown to be efficient when an R-tree or grid index
is used, it requires that the trajectory be known in advance.
Lee et al. [42] propose a strategy that augments results and validity regions with additional complementary objects, in
order to reduce the number of queries to the server. An R-tree is used to locate both valid and complementary objects. One
potential drawback is repeated searching in order to obtain a sufficient number of complementary objects.
3.3.1. Benchmark spatial indexing: R-tree
The TIP-tree is an approximation method. Therefore, we chose to evaluate the TIP-tree against both the mqr-tree, on
which the TIP-tree is based, and the R-tree, which is considered one of the benchmark approaches to spatial indexing. A
summary of the mqr-tree is presented in Section 2. We present a summary of the R-tree below.
The R-tree is a spatial access method based on the B-tree [43]. It is a balanced tree that is built using a bottom-up approach
and obeys minimum space utilization rules for its nodes. The R-tree stores approximations (using minimum bounding
rectangles, or MBRs) of spatial objects (and points), the subregions that contain objects, and the subregions that contain other
subregions. This reduces the coverage of regions in the data space that contain no objects. In addition, the R-tree avoids the
use of multiple entries for an object by allowing subregions to overlap. A leaf node stores MBRs for spatial objects. A non-leaf
node stores MBRs for subregions that contain a set of spatial objects and/or other subregions. Fig. 6 gives an example R-tree
that indexes the selection of locations in New Zealand. The root node contains three MBRs, one for each leaf node. Note that,
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Fig. 6. R-tree example.

even through the R-tree is indexing points, overlap still exists between the leaf nodes containing (Auckland, Hamilton) and
(Bay of Plenty, Rotorua, Taupo, Wellington).
The R-tree supports both point queries and region queries in the same manner. A search begins at the root by examining
all entries to find MBRs that overlap the query region or point. For all MBRs that overlap with the query, the search continues
in the corresponding subtrees until it reaches either one or more leaf nodes, or non-leaf nodes with no MBRs overlapping
the query region or point. The search algorithm retrieves MBRs for all qualifying leaf node entries and tests them for overlap
with the query region or point. For all points or minimum bounding rectangles that overlap, the corresponding objects are
returned for the result. Note that because overlap exists, multiple paths may be searched.
If we refer again to Fig. 6, if a point query is specified on Hamilton, even though Hamilton is in one node, both of the
nodes (Auckland, Hamilton) and (Bay of Plenty, Rotorua, Taupo and Wellington) would need to be searched, requiring an
extra, wasted node access.
The insertion algorithm first identifies the appropriate leaf node for storing the new object, which is either a point or a
minimum bounding rectangle. The insertion path contains minimum bounding rectangles that require the least enlargement
to include the new object. Overflow is handled by splitting the affected node into two nodes so that the new nodes cover the
smallest amount of area and both nodes are not checked for the same query. An exhaustive split, quadratic split, or linear
split can be performed to produce the two new nodes. Details on the various splitting strategies can be found in [27].
After inserting the new object, the insertion algorithm must adjust the minimum bounding rectangles along the insertion
path. If a split causes an overflow in the parent node, the algorithm propagates the split upwards as necessary. If a split
propagates to the root, a new root node is created.
4. Usage scenario 1 — retrieval of resources
In this section, we demonstrate how TIP can be utilized to access both internal and external resources. The scenario has
a user arriving in Hamilton, NZ, who wants to access information on the city using TIP. In addition, our user finds links to
other locations and is interested in looking into these further. Fig. 7 shows the sequence of interactions that will take place
(clockwise from top right).
First, TIP determines the user’s current GPS co-ordinates from their mobile device. Using these co-ordinates, TIP searches
its index to identify all resources — both internal and external to TIP — that are near the user’s current location. TIP presents
three links to the user — the first is information on Founders Theatre that is maintained by TIP itself, the second is a link to a
Greenstone collection on plants and gardens, and the third is a DSpace collection on the history of the Waikato region. Our
user is interested in gardens, and decides to follow the link to the Greenstone collection. TIP uses the Greenstone service
(via the TIP/Greenstone Bridge described previously [10]) to obtain documents from the Plant & Garden collection.
Next, the user follows the link for the Hamilton Chinese Garden document. In addition to information on the garden itself,
there is a link to the location of Wellington. Our user plans to visit Wellington in the near future, and decides to click on the
place name for more information. TIP obtains the GPS co-ordinates that corresponds to Wellington and searches the index
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Fig. 7. TIP/Greenstone interaction sequence.

for all internal and external resources that it has on the location of Wellington and displays these to the user for further
follow up. This is depicted at the end of Fig. 7.
5. Modified TIP system architecture
In this section we describe the interaction within the modified TIP architecture to facilitate location-based access to TIP
and external resources.
Fig. 8 shows the conceptual design of TIP with our extensions. In particular, two components were added: The first is a
spatial index that organizes TIP and external resources using their location co-ordinates. The second is services to handle
the retrieval of collections and documents managed by different digital library software systems.
Given the user’s current co-ordinates, which are provided by the mobile device (one of the internal services), the coordinates are first sent to the geo-spatial index module. On the index, either a point search or a navigation (see Section 6) is
performed, which will return either:
1. a set of references to TIP sights and/or external digital library links, or
2. nothing, if no information is found near the co-ordinates provided to the system.
Once a set of references to sights and links is returned, the user’s profile can then be applied via the filter engine to further
reduce the number of links by eliminating those that would not be of interest to the user. The resulting set of references is
sent to the user’s mobile device in the form of links to be represented, e.g., as icons on a map or as list of points of interest.
Note that end-user visualization elements are omitted in the architecture; user communication including push and pull
mode of communication is discussed later in Section 8.7.
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Fig. 8. Modified TIP architecture and link to Greenstone.

As the user selects one these links, a request is sent to the TIP server and the corresponding information is fetched in
the following way. For a reference to TIP sight, the corresponding information is retrieved from the Sight Data repository
(containing information about points of interest). For a digital library link, the link information is sent to the appropriate
digital library service, which will fetch the page(s) that corresponds to the link. This information is then sent back to the
user’s mobile device.
If the user selects a link for a different location (in the form of a Place Name) in a page, then the place name is sent to the
geo-coding module first to obtain co-ordinates before performing the search for TIP sights and digital library links as given
above.
Our extended architectures show the service connection to Greenstone only. TIP already has a bridging service that we
can use here [10]. In addition, this architecture can provide access to digital library collections managed by other software
systems by adding the appropriate retrieval services and thus retrieval from other external DL sources, such as DSpace and
Fedora digital libraries is handled similarly to the one shown here.
6. TIP tree: spatial index with navigation
In this section, we present the TIP-tree index and its associated algorithms. The goals of the TIP-tree are twofold: (1) to
provide efficient uniform location-based access to information for both TIP information and external digital libraries, and
(2) to provide efficient in-place navigation (instead of repeated searching from the root of the index) of the location context
so that up-to-date information can be provided continuously to the user. The TIP-tree inherits the general 2-dimensional
node structure from the mqr-tree [12]. It improves upon the mqr-tree by adding and adjusting four features: introduction
of points of interest in list nodes (described in Section 6.1), enhanced point search algorithm (Sect. 6.3), enhanced insertion
and update algorithm (Sect. 6.2), and introduction of in-place navigation (Sect. 6.4). These four features together ensure
uniform location-based access and in-place navigation. Furthermore, the navigation algorithm as well as the enhanced point
search and insertion algorithms take into consideration the mobile environment for which the original mqr-tree was not
suitable.
6.1. Points of interest in list nodes
We added list nodes to capture information about points of interest (POIs) at a given location. Thus a list node is an array
of items (e.g., sights, collections, etc.) that can be indexed and accessed by the same data point (i.e., co-ordinates) in TIP.
We use a list node to avoid inserting multiple identical co-ordinates for different sights and collections in the same place.
Therefore, a list node entry stores information on each item, including name, whether it is internal or external to TIP, and if
it is external, the name of the digital library that manages it and instructions on how it is accessed (i.e., usually via a URL).
Fig. 9 shows an example TIP-tree node, which extends the mqr-tree node (Fig. 3). It depicts two locations - NW and SE - each
referencing a list node that contains collections.
Fig. 10 shows the example of a TIP-tree that is indexing resources across New Zealand. Note how the locations of the
cities shown on the map (left-hand side of Fig. 10) correspond to their location in the index: Bay of Plenty, north-west of
Taupo (North Island) and Christchurch, north-east of Dunedin (South Island). Note how the center point in the top-right
node refers to Rotorua, which is situated in the middle between Taupo and the Bay of Plenty (see map).
As one can see, the TIP-tree structure utilizes the same two-dimensional node structure from the mqr-tree (see Fig. 4),
which has been extended to include list nodes from every point in the index. For example, the point representing Auckland
provides access to a list node that contains resources on All Blacks games (located in TIP), a Greenstone digital library on the
Auckland Museum (external to TIP), and a DSpace collection containing documents from the University of Auckland (also
external to TIP). In the other link from the same level, we can find the list node for the Hamilton points of interest that we
used in our Usage Scenario 1 on retrieval of resources (see Section 4).
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Fig. 9. tip-tree node layout.

Fig. 10. TIP-tree with point search example.

Furthermore, the center nodes in the mqr-tree were used to handle multiple overlapping center points. By contrast, the
center nodes in the TIP-tree are free to be used for additional POIs. This can be seen in the top-right node in Fig. 10: the list
for Rotorua attractions is linked from the node center.
6.2. Insertion and updating
The TIP-tree insertion algorithm (which is also used for constructing the initial TIP-tree via repeated insertion) is adapted
from the insertion algorithm for the mqr-tree, with the following additions and changes. First, for a co-ordinate that is to
be added to the index, if a matching co-ordinate already exists, insertion is only a matter of adding a record for the new
resource to the corresponding list node. Otherwise, insertion of a new co-ordinate requires the additional step of creating a
new list node for the new co-ordinate and adding a record for the new resource to it.
The TIP-tree insertion algorithm works in the following way. For each resource to be added (i.e., either TIP information or
from an external digital library) and corresponding co-ordinate that indicates its location, a location is found for inserting the
new point by using the mqr-tree insertion algorithm (see Section 2.3 for a description of this algorithm). However, during
the process of traversing a path of the tree in the search of an insertion location, a search for an existing co-ordinate that
matches the one being inserted can also take place. Therefore, beginning at the root node, a test is made to see if the point
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already exists in the node. If so, then the corresponding list node is fetched and a record for the new resource is added to it.
Otherwise, the node MBR for the root node is expanded (if required) to accommodate the new point and the location that
contains the new point is identified. If that location is empty, the point is inserted and a corresponding list node is created
with a record for the new resource added to it. Otherwise, the search for either an existing point or a location for a new point
continues in the subtree until either an existing point is found, or a location is found for a new point. As with the mqr-tree,
any existing points that are no longer in their proper locations must be removed and re-inserted.
Although the example index (Fig. 10) organizes resources based on physical location, it is also possible to add a collection
based on a location being mentioned in a digital library collection. For example, if a collection at the University of Auckland
mentions Hamilton, this collection can then also be added to the corresponding list for Hamilton by using the co-ordinate
that represents Hamilton.
Updates to an existing resource in the TIP-tree occur by deleting the existing resource record, and re-inserting it with the
updated information and/or location co-ordinate, using the above insertion strategy. If the situation exists where the only
resource record is being relocated, then the corresponding co-ordinate must be deleted as well.
6.3. Enhanced point searching
The TIP-tree point search algorithm (i.e., search for single co-ordinates) is an extension of the original mqr-tree point
search algorithm. The main differences are: (1) because the data set that is being searched consists of points (i.e., single coordinates and not MBRs), the point that resides in the location (or ‘‘quadrant’’) that is found by the search point is counted
as a ‘‘match’’, and (2) a list node must be fetched for a ‘‘matching’’ point.
Beginning in the root node of the TIP-tree, the search identifies the location in which the search point is located. If the
location contains a point, the corresponding list node is retrieved. All items that are contained in the list node are sent to
the user for display on their mobile device. If the location is empty (i.e., contains neither point nor link), then the search
terminates. Otherwise, the search continues in the subtree in the same manner until either a point is found, or an empty
location is found.
For example, if the user searches for information near Wellington, the system’s GPS automatically submits search coordinates referring to the location marked with a large, solid square on the map in Fig. 10 (Latitude −41.294833, Longitude
174.795799). The index search starts with the tree root (shown in bold in the lower center of the tree in Fig. 10) and identifies
the current location in the NE location (upper right, indicated by a large, solid square). As the location does not contain a
POI but a link, the system retrieves the linked subtree node. Within the this node, the system again searches for the user
location and identifies the SW location (lower left, indicated by large, solid square). This location contains a point, which
links to a list of POIs (e.g., Te Rapa and other items). This list is retrieved and displayed to the user.
6.4. In-place navigation
The TIP-tree navigation algorithm is an ‘‘in-place’’ search algorithm that navigates the search through the index as
updated user location co-ordinates are sent from the mobile device. This strategy differs significantly from point search
algorithm in that the current search begins from the previous result location, and is not re-initiated from the root node. This
results in fewer node accesses, which translates to significant time savings in fetching results for the user.
Fig. 11 shows the pseudocode for navigating the TIP-tree. Navigation begins by performing an initial TIP-tree point search
(described above in Section 6.3) to find a starting node for navigating the index.
Next, within the bounded region (as defined by the node MBR) covered by the node, the navigation algorithm identifies
which location the search point is currently located (NW, NE, SE SW, CTR). Following this, a check is performed to see
for an existing co-ordinates in the current location. If a co-ordinate exists, the corresponding list node that contains digital
library collections and TIP information will be retrieved for the user, along with the distance the user is from the co-ordinate.
Otherwise, nothing is displayed back to the user, since no co-ordinate (and therefore, no related collection or TIP information)
exists at this location.
The user will then move, which causes the co-ordinates of the search point to be updated. This will result in one of the
following situations:
1. The search point remains in the current location. Nothing changes other than updating the user’s distance from the
existing co-ordinate in the location, if any co-ordinate was found earlier. If any digital library collections and TIP
information were fetched for the user, these are still available to them.
2. The search point moves to a different location, and there is nothing (i.e., point or subtree) in the location. In this case,
nothing occurs into the search point is updated again.
3. The search point moves to a different location, and a co-ordinate exists in this location. In this case, a new set collections
(and distance from them) that correspond to the new co-ordinate are retrieved and displayed to the user.
4. The search point moves to a different location, and this location references a subtree and the search point is within the
bounded region (node MBR) of the root node for the subtree. In this case, the search point is sent to the subtree and its
location is re-evaluated in the root node of the subtree.
5. The search point moves to a different location, and this location references a subtree but the search point is not within the
bounded region (node MBR) of the root node for the subtree. Here, nothing occurs until the search point is updated again.
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Fig. 11. TIP-tree navigation pseudocode.

6. The search point falls outside the current bounded region. It is sent to the parent node and its current location is reevaluated using the above criteria.
This process repeats until either: (1) the search point falls outside of the space covered by the index, or (2) the user switches
to pull mode. In either case, the navigation search is terminated, and must be re-started with an initial search to a node
where navigation will start again.
To demonstrate the navigation algorithm, an extended example is presented the next section, in our second usage
scenario.
7. Usage scenario 2 — navigation
We present here a usage scenario that demonstrates the TIP-tree navigation. We consider a user who arrives at Auckland
Airport, and then makes her/his way to Wellington. Along the way, TIP will notify our user of any nearby points of interest.
Fig. 12 shows the locations (location indicated by the points that are, referenced by circled numbers) where TIP will display
information to the user, and the corresponding locations (using the same numbered points) in the TIP-tree.
The user will begin receiving information from the TIP-tree on arrival at Auckland Airport (Latitude −37.00806, Longitude
174.79167, ①). An initial search of the index will set the search point in the bounded region (and NW location) containing the
co-ordinate for Auckland (following the algorithm explained in Section 6.3). Corresponding to the co-ordinates for Auckland
are the digital library collection for the Auckland Museum, a digital library collection from the University of Auckland, and
information on the upcoming All-Blacks rugby game at Eden Park. The latter two collections are managed by Greenstone and
DSpace respectively, and both reside on servers that are external to TIP. These collections are fetched from their respective
servers using the corresponding retrieval service (see Fig. 8) and made available to the user. The third item is fetched from
within TIP and also presented to the user.
As the user proceeds to Hamilton (②), the location of the search point will be updated (SE) but the search remains in the
same bounded region. The information available for Hamilton will now be fetched and displayed to the user. As the user
continues along the west side of the North Island (③), the search point will be transferred to the parent node and its NW
location. Since the TIP-tree contains no information on this area, nothing is retrieved for the user. Finally the user makes
their way to Wellington (④, SW location, same bounded region) and information on Wellington is now displayed to them.
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Fig. 12. TIP-tree with navigation example.

8. Evaluation
In this section we present our empirical evaluation of the TIP-tree. We compared the performance of the TIP-tree against
both the original mqr-tree (described in Section 2.3) and the R-tree (see Section 3.3.1), which is considered one of the
benchmark strategies in spatial access methods. The TIP-tree uses the navigation strategy presented here to process the
user’s trajectory, while both the mqr-tree and the R-tree process a user’s trajectory by performing a point search on every
co-ordinate in the trajectory.
We first present an overview of our evaluation methodology. Then, we present and discuss the results of our tests, and
finish with further discussion of issues that arose from our evaluation.
8.1. Overview of methodology
Here, we present the data sets, evaluation criteria and a brief overview of the test setup that was used.
Data sets. The evaluation used five sets of co-ordinates — four point sets (PS1, PS2, PS3 and PS4) and two trajectories (T1
and T2). PS1 and PS2 each contain 10,000 co-ordinates and consist of a mix of both real and synthetic points that represent
various locations. The real co-ordinates represent locations of existing communities in New Zealand and were obtained from
the World Gazetteer. The synthetic co-ordinates represent other locations in New Zealand and are randomly generated. PS1
contains locations on the North Island of New Zealand, PS2 contains locations in the Waikato, a region in the North Island of
New Zealand. Thus even though PS1 and PS2 contain the same number of points, PS2 describes a much smaller region than
PS1 and thus the point density is higher. The rationale for using additional, randomly created, locations is that a collection
of documents may refer to a region that does not exist in the World Gazetteer (e.g., iceberg photos from off the coast of New
Zealand) or may be located in a remote area that is not maintained in the World Gazetteer.
The point set PS3 consists exclusively of real data. Specifically, the data set contains 1016 locations of interesting
architecture in the city of Hamilton, which were pulled from a local trade site.3 The points in this set are real-world locations;
however, the point set is, naturally, not a complete set of all POIs possible in Hamilton. As a consequence, some suburbs of
Hamilton are represented with fewer houses in the data set than other suburbs.
The remaining point set PS4 consists of one million synthetic points that represent various locations on the North Island
of New Zealand. This data set allows us to evaluate the scalability of our algorithm for a very large number of points.
The first trajectory T1 set, T1, contains 712 co-ordinates, which represent a user’s 16 km route from Hamilton to
Cambridge, New Zealand. The second trajectory set, T2, contains 400 co-ordinates, which represent a user’s 3.5 km route

3 We used anonymized data about local properties for sale on.
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Fig. 13. Overview of evaluation: 7 tests.

from the University of Waikato through a nearby neighborhood. The trajectories were recorded using a mobile device and
trail capturing software, while traveling by vehicle.4
Test criteria. The primary performance criteria in all of our tests is the number of disk accesses required to locate whether
data of interest exists at a specific location or not. We evaluate the worst case scenario — no caching is used. Therefore, every
time a node is required, it must be fetched from secondary storage, which requires one disk access. We discuss the influence
of our findings on the overall access time in Section 8.7.
Test setup. We performed seven tests in our evaluations (see table in Fig. 13). The first test studies the effect of the number
of points in the index on the number of disk accesses required to locate information. The second test is similar to the first,
except the points are drawn over a smaller geographical region. This leads to an increased geographical density in points,
while the same number of points is represented in the index. The third test studies the effect of the number of co-ordinates
along the trajectory on the number of disk accesses required to locate information. The fourth test is similar to the third, but
uses the overall set of points drawn over a smaller geographical region. The fifth and sixth tests evaluate the effect of the
number of points in the index and the number of co-ordinates along a trajectory respectively, when using the real-world
data set. Finally, the seventh test evaluates the effect of the number of points in the index as the number of points reaches
one million points. Each test and its results are presented below in detail.
8.2. Test 1: #overall indexed points
For the first test, we used point set PS1, the set of 10,000 points referring to locations around the North Island of New
Zealand. We performed ten test runs. Each run constructed (a) a TIP-tree, (b) an mqr-tree, (c) an R-tree using a subset of the
points sorted by increasing longitude, and (d) 10 R-trees using a subset of the points that were randomly sorted.
Index settings (a) and (b) use our new TIP-tree and the original mqr-tree, respectively. Setting (c) with an R-tree over
sorted points is included here because it was the situation that was found to produce the best R-tree results. For setting
(d), we created multiple R-trees with random order of points, because its structure is depending on the order in which the
points are inserted. This is not the situation with either the TIP-tree or the mqr-tree because the final structures are not
insertion-dependent. Then, all 10 indexes processed the trajectory of 712 co-ordinates.
For each index setting, the test runs used 1000, 2000, 3000, up to 10,000 points to create the trees (see x-axis in Fig. 14).
The average number of disk accesses per co-ordinate was calculated for each data structure. In addition, one average is
calculated over all 10 R-tree runs.
Fig. 14 depicts the results of the test runs. From the graph, we observe that on average, the TIP-tree only needs to execute
one disk access per co-ordinate in the user’s trajectory. For the mqr-tree, the number of disk accesses is higher and increases
as the number of points in the mqr-tree increases. For 1000 points, the average number of disk accesses is approximately
4.8 and for 10,000 points it is approximately 6.2. For the R-tree built from a sorted data file, the number of disk accesses
also increases, with the lowest at 14 for 1000 points to the highest at 38 for 10,000 points. The same trend occurs with the
R-tree built from random data ordering, but is more significant, with an average number of disk accesses of approximately
30 for 1000 points, up to an average of 350 when indexing 10,000 points.
The reason for the improved performance of the TIP-tree is because each ‘‘search’’ begins at the last node visited by the
previous co-ordinates in the trajectory. If several subsequent co-ordinates are close to each other, then it is very likely that
the same node will be visited repeatedly, and no further search is needed to find the correct node. Because the original
mqr-tree performs all searches from the root, this will result in a higher number of nodes being accessed.
8.3. Test 2: density of points in a region
For the second test, we evaluated the effect of density on the average number of disk accesses required to locate
information. Here, we used point set PS2 with 10,000 points, as in the first test. However, all points are locations from
in and close to the Waikato Region, which is a subsection of the North Island of New Zealand. Therefore, we are looking at
the effect of increasing density on the number of disk accesses required to locate information.

4 Recorded using the My Tracks App on Andoid phone, available on Google Play with id.
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Fig. 14. Overall index size (test 1).

Fig. 15. Density of points in a region (test 2).

We perform the same test runs for the second test as performed for the first test. Fig. 15 depicts the outcome of the second
test. Again, we find that on average the TIP-tree requires only one disk access per co-ordinate on the trajectory. However, we
also find that, although the TIP-tree has a lower average disk access over the mqr-tree, the improvement is not as significant
as that found in the first test since the average number of disk accesses required by the mqr-tree is between 2 and 2.25.
However, there is still significant improvement over using the benchmark R-tree strategy, which ranges between 50 and
130 disk accesses in the random ordered case, and between 34 and 59 disk access in the ordered data case.
The slight improvement of the TIP-tree over the mqr-tree is at first sight a surprising result, since we had assumed that
the higher the density of points, the more disk accesses that would be required. What is happening is the following. The
mqr-tree and the TIP-tree achieve a significantly lower amount of coverage of space when a dense set of points are being
indexed. This means that more points are being placed higher in the index and fewer rectangles that represent the coverage
of space are being stored (i.e., reduced tree height). This results in points (and therefore, information) being located much
faster by the mqr-tree than in an mqr-tree that is indexing points that are more spread out geographically.
8.4. Test 3 and 4: #co-ordinates on traversal path
For the next two tests, we evaluated how the number of co-ordinates on a user’s trajectory affects the average number
of disk accesses. Will too many or too few co-ordinates cause more disk accesses than necessary?
For test 3, we used PS1 — the set of 10,000 points that represents the North Island — to construct the TIP-tree, mqr-tree,
and 10 R-trees (which we use to calculate one average for the R-tree). For test 4, we used the denser set PS2 of 10,000 points
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Fig. 16. Size of traversal path (test 3).

Fig. 17. Size of path — density (test 4).

that represents the Waikato Region. For both tests, we performed ten test runs, using approximately 10%, 20%, 30% . . . up to
100% of the co-ordinates in the Hamilton to Cambridge trajectory T1.
Fig. 16 presents the results of test 3, while Fig. 17 presents the results of test 4. We observe that the TIP-tree achieves a
lower average number of disk accesses for each co-ordinate over the mqr-tree, and significantly so over the R-tree. However,
in all cases, we also find that the average number of disk accesses is constant, regardless of the number of points on the
trajectory that are used for locating information. This is a very significant result, especially with respect to efficiency of
the TIP-tree — fewer points does not result in an increase in the number of disk accesses, and therefore traversal remains
efficient.
8.5. Test 5 and 6: evaluation using real-world data
For the next two tests, we evaluated on the real-world data set PS3 on how the number of co-ordinates in the index and
the number of co-ordinates on a user’s trajectory affect the average number of disk accesses. For the overall index size, we
ran 10 tests, where each used 10%, 20%,. . . ,up to 100% of the 1016 points in creating the indexes, and were evaluated with
the 400-point trajectory T2. For the trajectory test, we also ran 10 tests, where each used 10%, 20%,. . . ,up to 100% of the 400
points in the second trajectory point set, on an index that contained all 1016 points.
Fig. 18 presents the results of test 5, while Fig. 19 presents the results of test 6. We find in the results of these tests with
real-world data a very similar trend to the one seen in the results of tests 1 to 4, which used a mix of real and synthetic
data. In test 5, the number of overall points in the index results in a constant number of disk accesses in both the TIP-tree
and the mqr-tree. For the R-tree on random data, we also see a similar pattern of significant increase in the number of disk
accesses as the number of points in the index increases, while on sorted data we see the similar pattern of mild increase in
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Fig. 18. Index size — real data (test 5).

Fig. 19. Size of path — real data (test 6).

the number of disk accesses. Similarly in test 6, the number of points on the trajectory results in a constant number of disk
accesses required to obtain data from any of the evaluated indexes.
8.6. Test 7: scaling
For the final test, we evaluated on the much larger synthetic data set PS4 on how a much larger number of co-ordinates
in the index affects the average number of disk accesses. Here, for the overall index size, we ran 10 tests, which each again
used 10%, 20%,. . . ,up to 100% of the one million points.
Fig. 20 presents the results of test 7. Here, we present in the graph the results of the TIP-tree navigation algorithm versus
the mqr-tree search only, because we found the results for the R-tree (both sorted and random) to be significantly higher
in this case (approximately 100 and into the thousands, respectively) and would detract from the contribution of TIP-tree
navigation. We find that our results compare with the trends found in previous tests involving index size. Specifically, the
number of disk accesses required on average for the TIP-tree is still approximately one, while we find a slight increase in the
number of disk accesses required by the mqr-tree. Although the initial number of disk accesses required to find a starting
point for TIP-tree navigation does increase as the tree size increases, this is absorbed by the very few disk accesses required
during navigation.
8.7. Further discussion
Execution time. Over all tests, we found that the TIP-tree and its traversal algorithm performed better than both the mqr-tree
and the R-tree with respect to the average number of disk accesses per co-ordinate. Note that we performed a worst-case
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Fig. 20. Index size — large data sets (test 7).

evaluation — specifically, that every time a node is checked, a disk access is required. Average or best cases are influenced
by both, the data distribution on a hard drive and the effects of caching. Both are largely independent of the tree structure
used and are therefore not relevant for this evaluation.
The number of disk accesses is a standard measure for the quality of database indexes as it largely influences the query
execution time. However, we also recorded the CPU execution time for each co-ordinate ‘‘search’’ (i.e., the time to execute
the search once the data has been loaded into main memory). We found that the average execution time was less than 1ms
in all cases.
The last factor influencing the overall query execution time is the network transmission time. However, as the amount of
data to be transmitted back to the user remains the same, independently of the index used, the network transmission time
is irrelevant for this evaluation.
Therefore, disk access time remains the crucial factor in how well this system performs. As we discovered during our
evaluation, the average number of disk accesses required during navigation is approximately one, which includes the initial
search. If the worst-case number of disk accesses required for the initial search (or a pull-mode search) is desired, the value
can be estimated using the following formula:
NumberOfDiskAccesses = 1.5 ∗ log5 (n)
where n is the number of points in the TIP-tree. This heuristic refers to the estimated index tree height and a weighting factor.
For n = 1,000,000, we would require approximately 13 disk accesses in the worst case to perform a pull-mode search or
find the starting point for navigation.
Caching and pre-fetching. Depending on the user’s location and surrounding, the same nodes may be accessed repeatedly (a
situation we observed in our evaluation as well). For the TIP-tree, this would result in repeatedly accessing one node. For
both the mqr-tree and R-tree, it would result in repeated access of the same path (or paths, in the case of the R-tree) of nodes
to get to the node (or nodes) that several co-ordinates will require. If these nodes were cached in memory on server side, this
could significantly reduce disk access time. Moreover, if caching were to take place on the mobile device instead of on the
server, this would reduce the network transmission cost, the disk access cost and the execution time on the server. Similarly,
predicting the user’s trajectory enables pre-fetching of information from the server onto the mobile device. The use of an
efficient index supports both caching as well as pre-fetching. Efficient strategies for mobile caching and pre-fetching have
been investigated elsewhere [44,45] and are orthogonal to the problem considered here.
Tree initialization and update. Tree construction time is dominated by disk access time. Therefore, the time it will take to
construct a TIP-tree with n points can be estimated with:
BuildTime = (SeekTime ∗ 2.6 ∗ n ∗ FracWrite) + (TransferTime ∗ 2.6 ∗ n)
where SeekTime is the time required to move the read/write head into place, TransferTime is the time for transferring a 512byte block of data, and FracWrite is the fraction of writes performed for the program by the operating system. The value of
2.6 ∗ n is the number of blocks and is composed of: (1) records for each of the n points, (2) One list node (i.e., list of POIs)
for each of the n points, and (3) the number of leaf and non-leaf nodes in the index, which is approximately 0.6 ∗ n. When
evaluated assuming n = 1,000,000 randomly ordered points, a SeekTime of 18.5 ms, a TransferTime of 0.0046848 ms and a
FracWrite value of 0.001,5 we obtain an estimate of approximately 60 s. Note that this value will be lower with faster seek
and transfer times.
5 Values obtained through benchmark testing of server, not from factory specifications!
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Updating with a new point or POI entry, however, does not require the entire TIP-tree to be brought into memory — only
the non-list (i.e., non-POI) nodes. Therefore, the time required to insert a new point is:
InsertTime = 2 ∗ ((SeekTime ∗ 1.6 ∗ n ∗ FracWrite) + (TransferTime ∗ 1.6 ∗ n)).
Note that the entire calculation is multiplied by 2 to account for reading in the index as well as writing it back to disk. Given
the values SeekTime = 18.5 ms, TransferTime = 0.0046848 ms and FracWrite = 0.0002, the time required to insert a new
point into a tree containing a million points is approximately 26 s.
If insertion time becomes too long due to the number of points already in the tree, insertions could be done periodically
in batch mode. Also, insertion can be done ‘‘off-line’’ while the existing TIP-tree is in operation, with the new tree taking
over once it is built. Note that the tradeoff is really low search and navigation times for the user.
User communication: continuous querying vs user-activated search. The communication between system and end-user is
implemented as push mode: whenever new information becomes available (e.g., because the user enters a new region)
it is actively transferred to the user’s mobile device. Push communication is particularly suitable for mobile applications
so that the user is not required to repeatedly request new information. The internal implementation of this end-user push
mode is a continuous pull (i.e., location data is regularly sent to the server to check for new data in the current region). So the
continuous pulling of data is triggered by updates in user location. It may also be triggered by the user directly (e.g., when
following a link).
Presentation of the information may take different forms depending on user preference (e.g., the POIs may be presented as
icons on a map). The issue of data overload in areas of dense POIs can be addressed in several ways. One way is by maintaining
a system-defined threshold of the number of POIs to display at a given time. As a consequence users are notified about some
items later (i.e., once they are closer). This makes the notifications arrive later (from the user’s point of view), but the user no
longer needs to focus on so many items, only the ones that are very close by. Another measure to manage the high density
of information is late filtering: the data presented to the user can be filtered further on-the-fly (e.g., by use of the spotlight
radius, user profile or any other context). TIP also supports several presentation modalities: information may offered to the
user as a list (as shown in Figs. 1 and 7), as pointers on a map or as audio information [46]. Large amounts of data may be
easier to filter from a map and then selected items are viewed or listened to. In addition to the push mode, TIP supports
pull-style communication. This is particularly appropriate if the user has to inspect the available information for some time
(e.g., reading a text about a POI). In these cases the user may request more data once they have processed the previous ones,
instead of being overwhelmed with continuously arriving new data.
User evaluation. User experiments can elicit feedback on user experience (interface navigation, usability etc.). However, the
focus of the research presented in this paper is one of mobile access to spatial data. Unless the measured performance shows
a noticeable lag close to seconds, it will not influence the user experience. Furthermore, network access and other issues
may have a further influence on real-life performance. Thus the quality of the indexing is here measured purely in terms of
database access. However, our TIP/Greenstone combination in a location-based service has been tested and studied on users
recently, details can be found in [47,46].
9. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a strategy for efficient, uniform, location-based access to digital library collections that are
external sources to a context-aware mobile system. Using the TIP framework, we utilized a spatial index to manage the
context of location. We showed how access to resources from within and outside of the tourist information system can
be carried out seamlessly. We presented an algorithm for traversing the TIP-tree to continually provide information to the
user, so that repeated searching from the beginning is not necessary. Finally, we executed an empirical evaluation in which
we compared the TIP-tree with other spatial access methods. The results of our evaluations show that the TIP-tree and its
traversal algorithm are the most efficient for handling a user’s trajectory as they used the least number of disk accesses when
searching for location-based data. Thus the TIP-tree navigation is very efficient and significantly outperforms traditional
spatial search.
Other contributions of this work include the following. A one-pass access to digital library collections do not need to
be ‘‘geographically aware’’ (i.e., the DL collections no longer need to carry their own location mark-up). Any additional
resource can be added by specifying its GPS location. Furthermore, the TIP-tree can handle collections that reference multiple
locations.
In conclusion, our work provides a strategy for context-aware mobile systems to co-operate with digital libraries in a
seamless and efficient manner. This means access is no longer a constraint to information contained within the mobile
information system. This further allows systems to keep a minimal amount of local information, which can be enhanced by
external sources, such as co-operating digital libraries, as required.
Future work. From our current work, we identify several technical aspects that might further improve the TIP-tree.

• continuous region search: All information within a specified radius or rectangular region is fetched. An issue with the
existing co-ordinate based search is the ‘‘oscillation’’ between two different result sets if the user crosses continuously
over a node or location boundary. Incorporating a continuous region search will solve this problem by presenting either
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both sets of information to the user, or a subset of it in the case of a dense set of POIs. In either case, the information that
is presented to the user in this situation will not be in constant change. Although the TIP-tree supports region or radius
(i.e. range) searching, it currently does not support the continuous navigation of a search region or radius. We plan to
address this in the next software version.
• region-sized POI support: Currently, the TIP-tree supports POIs that are represented by co-ordinates (e.g. Auckland
Museum). Although POIs of larger area (e.g. Lake Taupo) can be supported by the TIP-tree if access to them is restricted
by our point searching strategy (Section 6.3), they do not work within our navigation strategy. It would be desirable for
the TIP-tree to support the navigation of both point and region-based POIs.
• context-based search: Incorporating searching on other forms of context, such as user interests could easily be
incorporated by performing an additional search on the results of the location context search. However, it is more
desirable to include other types of context into the indexing structure so that only one search is required.
• search refinement: refining or widening a search means searching higher up versus lower down in the tree. Both of these
require modifications to the current TIP-tree structure so that all leaf nodes are on one level of the tree and all data resides
in the leaf level.
Finally, the software described here is a service-based collaboration between several software packages. The digital library
packages are available for download on the internet (e.g., Greenstone can be obtained from www.greenstone.org). The TIPtree code will be released in the near future once some housekeeping has been performed. The mobile TIP software is planned
to be released as an android app.
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